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Subject Centre Partnership and Development Group

Meeting on Thursday 4 November 2004 

Present
Professor Michael Kelly (Director of the Subject Centre), Liz Ashurst (Subject Centre Manager), Dr Anne Davidson Lund (Assistant Director, CILT), Alison Dickens (Subject Centre Senior Academic Coordinator: Learning and Teaching), Isabella Moore (Director, CILT), David Newton (Higher Education Development Officer, CILT), Teresa Tinsley (Assistant Director, CILT), Vicky Wright (Subject Centre Senior Academic Coordinator: Strategy)

This was the first meeting of the group since Isabella Moore and David Newton had taken up their appointments. The discussion did not adhere to the agenda, therefore,  but focussed on the strategic priorities of the Subject Centre and CILT and looked at possible new ways for the partnership to develop.  A summary of the key areas of discussion is given below.

Remit of the Subject Centre
MHK outlined the main role of the Subject Centre and suggested that it would probably be acquiring additional functions once the Centres for Excellence in Teaching and Learning (CETLs) were established in 2005.  As well as the partnership with CILT, the Subject Centre had formed additional partnerships with Scottish CILT and Cilt Cymru and were in the process of developing a strategic partnership with colleagues in Northern Ireland which would include NI CILT.  Since Modern Languages at Southampton were to host the SE Comenius Centre, another link between Southampton and CILT was being established.  

CILT
IM reported that there had been some clarification of roles in the past few months.  Teresa Tinsley was responsible for communications throughout the Centre.  She was no longer responsible for overseeing the Comenius network but was coordinating any European initiatives with which CILT was involved.  The 14-19 agenda was shared by Anne Davidson Lund and Bernadette Holmes with Anne having responsibility for the post-compulsory and vocational agendas.  Anne also oversees any HE activity undertaken by CILT.  

A new Director of Finance, Claire Fromberg, had recently been appointed.  

CILT/Subject Centre partnership
It was agreed that the partnership was multi-faceted, the basics having been set down in the agreement between the two bodies.  However a considerable amount of collaborative activity was taking place particularly in the areas of Higher Education and cross-sectoral initiatives.  

Regional agendas
It was pointed out that the development of the Comenius networks provided an opportunity for linking with the government’s regional agenda and for promoting languages regionally.  It would be important to extend employer engagement with languages promotion.  MHK noted that more decision-making is taking place at regional level and that universities would have an increasing role in the regional agenda.  

Language Trends
TT reported on the Language Trends survey.  It had been sent out to 1500 secondary schools.  800 replies had been received.  The survey showed that languages were compulsory at Key Stage 4 in only 30% of schools, the move to making languages optional being more widespread in the North than in the South.  Only two of the Independent schools who responded had made languages optional at Key Stage 4.  

Promoting languages
The Southampton team reported on their activity which complemented the Languages Work project.  VW had done a presentation at the London Language Show on routes into language learning in HE.  This would be developed into a presentation which could be used by schools liaison officers in HE languages departments.  It was suggested that RLN managers and Comenius managers might be encouraged to join the Subject Centre mailing list as they were keen to go into schools.  

Role of CILT in Subject Centre activity
It was agreed that the current base at CILT and the HE resources collection were useful features of the Subject Centre.  The HE information sheets which Dawn had produced were very useful resources and should be continued if possible.  ADL noted that it was not only David Newton but also Sarah Joy who carried out work on behalf of the Subject Centre.  AD suggested that it would be helpful to explore ways in which the two websites might become more interoperable.  

ADL reported that the senior staff at CILT were holding an Away Day in which priorities for CILT would be discussed in more detail.  

Newsletters
TT reported that the CILT Higher bulletin was no longer sustainable as the CILT mailing lists did not have sufficient numbers from HE.  There was also some duplication between the CILT bulletin and Subject Centre newsletters.  It was therefore suggested that DN produce a two page document reporting on those areas of CILT activity of particular interest to HE and/or developments in other sectors which HE staff should know about.  This would be sent out with Subject Centre newsletters.  

Date of next meeting
It was agreed that the next meeting might take place in February 2005 in Southampton.  EJA and the Southampton team would fix a date.

Since the meeting, EJA and MHK have considered this further and would like to propose a meeting in May in Southampton and involving representatives from Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland.


